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In this context AMAT, with Azienda Municipalizzata Gas, got, in the ambit of Programma
Europeo THERMIE II (European plan THERMIE II) with its own plan called “Metanbus”,
inside a wider partnership context “ZEUS 2000”, a financial support for the first
reconversion of 17 methane and diesel buses of its own company fleet and of 220 vehicles
of Commune of Palermo fleet as well as of 8 buses with methane motorization.
This plan will be put into practice within the end of the current year, after the end of
methane work in the city ambit, and in this way it will be possible to realize a methane
compression power station, necessary for buses refuelling, and which realization is
expected within the same time, by central AMAT garage.
Concerning the study of new technology turned to the reduction of polluting emissions of
urban fleet, AMAT turned its attention also to less invasive techniques, to one in particular,
typical for its set method on vehicles fuel tank, with no action on engine or on feeding
system.
Its about the experimentation of a cylindrical device 40 cm long, with a 4 cm diameter,
inside which are some ceramic elements, diodes and magnets that, immersed in fuel tank,
create a magnetic field made of infra red and magnetic radiations which cause the
weakening of hydrogen and carbon molecular chain becoming more volatile.
In this way fuel combustion is better and more complete and gas emissions will be
reduced. Some tests were made, in this sense, on 50 buses aged 2/15 years, in order to
make the eldest buses of their fleet more ecologic, without make any expensive actions on
the engine. After at least 4 months tests, we noticed an average 50% gas emissions
abatement.

Conference “Car Free Cities”
60 different Eurpean cities have taken part of this Conference.
The data regarding the experimentation done on our “genius”, by the fleet of AMAT, have
been pointed out (50 busses aged between 12 nd 15 years old) Our Genius has been
denominated as “innovative anti – pollution system”. The experimentations have been
brought ahead by two engineers paied through the European Community’s funds (CEE)

